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A Estimate each sum or difference.

A 695 .','.700 B 575 ,,.,
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C Write the value of the bold digit.

12,7 85 37 ,982

50,974 23,47 0

69 ,84 3 81,038
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D Find the area of each figure.

_ square units _ square units
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I Demetrius has 3 fish bowls and 24 fish

lf he places an equal number of fish in each
bowl, how many fish will be in the third
bowl?
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2 The table shows the type and number of
sports cards that Francois has.

Sports Cards

Baseball 308

Football 219

Hockey 224

Which is the best estimate of how many
more baseball than hockey cards he has?
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3 Mrs. Hilton works in a 7-story building.
Five of the stories have 7 offices each. The
other two stories have 5 offices each. How
many offices does Mrs. Hilton's building
have in all?
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4 The model represents [\4aury's age
compared to his uncle's age.
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How old is Maury?
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Maury

Uncle

5 tMr. Howell works in the laundry of a hotel. The graph below shows the type and number
of items that he laundered last Friday.

Hotel Laundry A) Rounded to the nearest 10, about how
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B) Which is the best estimate of how many
more pillowcases than sheets he
laundered?

@ro @zo @go @00

Towels

Washcloths

Blankets

Sheets

Pillowcases

many towels did tt/r. Howell launder?

@so @oo o70 @so

B Find each product.


